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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a new security design,
called as Zero Reconciliation Secret Key Extraction, for backscatter wireless systems, in which a reader needs to establish
secret keys for multiple tags. Our design is able to eliminate
the reconciliation process in conventional physical layer based
key establishment, therefore improving the efﬁciency while still
maintaining security in such a process. The essence in our design
is to use a channel state information (CSI) characteristic, named
CSI Ratio, at the reader to differentiate multiple tags, then employ
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) precoding for legitimate
tags to effectively and securely establish secret keys, at the
same time leveraging artiﬁcial jamming to forestall eavesdropping
attacks in the network. We evaluate our design with real-world
experimental data and show that the proposed approach can
achieve relatively high secret key extraction rates and maintain
low bit error rates.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Backscatter wireless communication is an emerging technology envisioned to power up, as well as connect, small
computing devices through continuously ambient signals. With
those ambient signals, the small devices are able to not only
harvest energy for their own operations, but also transmit
data by modulating reﬂections of ambient signals. Thus, the
small devices become “fully-passive” sensors [1] breaking free
from resource limits, and accommodate to be ubiquitously
deployed for uninterrupted data sensing towards the vision
of Internet of Things (IoT) [2]. In virtue of salient features
such as energy harvesting, backscatter wireless systems are
currently attracting more and more attentions in the research
community [2–5], and also being adopted in a range of
compelling applications, such as backscatter sensor networks
[3] and radio frequency identiﬁcation (RFID) systems [4], as
illustrated in Fig. 1.
Within applications of backscatter wireless systems, RFID is
the most prominent commercial one and widely used in article
tracking, position location and other passive data sensing
scenarios [6]. Generally, an RFID system is composed of
a reader/interrogator and a small, simple and low-cost tag.
The reader ﬁrstly transmits an incident signal to remotely
power up the tag, while the tag reﬂects a portion of the
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incident signal with encoded digital symbols by varying the
input impedance of its antenna. Finally, the reader recovers
the original data by demodulating the backscattered signals.
Despite outstanding performance on data sensing, RFID, like
other backscatter wireless communication technologies, is also
facing new challenges in terms of longer communication range
and higher throughput, especially for the limited uplink from
the RFID tag to the reader [7, 8]. To provide better uplink
efﬁciency, researchers have proposed to add multiple antennas
at both sides [6, 9], thereby forming a multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) scenarios between a reader and multiple tags.
However, the MIMO backscatter architecture brings not
only a signiﬁcant performance boost, but also more vulnerabilities that can be potentially used to compromise data
communication. For example, in multi-antenna wireless energy
harvesting [9], faked channel state information (CSI) [10] can
easily fail the energy harvesting process thus “dumbing” tags.
Moreover, the reader needs to combat powerful eavesdroppers
that are equipped with multiple antennas and thus can break
self-interference based security design for RFID [11]. In this
regard, device authenticity and message conﬁdentiality are
paramount issues in MIMO backscatter wireless systems,
which are, however, not well explored in the literature.
To address these problems, secret key establishment plays
a critical role in initializing secure communications. Conventional cryptography-based key establishment methods and
existing wireless channel randomness based key generation
schemes [12] cannot be easily adopted in the context of
MIMO backscatter communications because of two major
issues. Firstly, the cost, size and computational resource-
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constrained tags are not able to perform intensive computations
that commonly exist in cryptography-based key establishment
schemes, such as Difﬁe-Hellman. Secondly, channel randomness based key generation schemes require two communication
parties measure the channel in rounds of probing and response.
However, because of lack of transmission circuits, tags cannot
initiate the probing process in such designs. As a result, in this
paper, we offer a feasible, efﬁcient, and secure solution, called
Zero Reconciliation Secret Key Extraction, to achieve secure
key establishment between MIMO backscatter communicators.
Our contributions are three-fold.
• Using a CSI characteristic named CSI Ratio between
different antennas at the reader to differentiate and authenticate multiple tags.
• Precoding for legitimate tags such that every tag can view
his/her key in an orthogonal way and cannot see other’s
key due to inter-user signal cancelation. The precoding
design can completely eliminate the reconciliation process in traditional physical layer based security design.
• Artiﬁcial jamming at the reader against eavesdropping
attacks to securely provide secret key extraction from
being overheard.
In addition, we evaluate our design with real-world experimental data to demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of
our security design.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents preliminaries and states the problem. Section III details our proposed schemes. In Section IV, we
present experimental results. We discuss related work in Section V and conclude in Section VI.
II. P RELIMINARIES AND P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
In this section, we ﬁrst introduce the basic backscatter
communication scenario, then present the security threats
faced by the MIMO backscatter wireless system, and lastly
state the research problem and design goal.
A. Backscatter Communication Scenario
In a backscatter communication system as shown in Fig. 2,
the reader (Alice) transmits a high power continuous waveform, whereas the tag (Bob) acts as a backscatter node to transmit
signals by reﬂecting back the reader’s continuous waveform,
which drives a load resistor RL to be the on/off state at the
antenna, thereby encoding its messages. For example, Bob
transmits a “1” bit when RL is on, which results in the
impedance increase and the power increase, including Bob’s

reﬂecting signal P2 and Alice’s received signal P2 . Conversely,
when a “0” bit is transmitted, RL is off, which leads to the
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decrease of the impedance, as well as P2 and P2 . In this way,
Bob is able to modulate Alice’s signals to encode its own
messages.
MIMO backscatter wireless systems feature multiple antennas on the reader side. Fig. 3 illustrates an example of secure
backscatter communication scenarios. As shown in Fig. 3,
there are four parties, one reader (Alice) and three tags (Bob,
Charlie and Eve). Among these tags, Bob and Charlie are
legitimate nodes, and Eve plays an eavesdropper role. Alice,
as the reader, is equipped with two antennas, whereas each
tag has only one antenna. For the sake of simplicity, we here
only draw the downlink in Fig. 3.
In the MIMO backscatter communication process, Alice
sends independent messages M1 and M2 to Bob and Charlie,
separately, which are encoded as S1 and S2 . Correspondingly, Bob, Charlie and Eve’s channels are H1 = (h11 , h12 ),
H2 = (h21 , h22 ) and He = (he1 , he2 ). Thus, in the downlink,
the received signals can be represented as follows.
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
⎛ ⎞
H1  
Y1
N1
⎝Y2 ⎠ = ⎝H2 ⎠ S1 + ⎝N2 ⎠ ,
(1)
S2
Ye
He
Ne
where N1 , N2 and Ne are three independent additional white
Gaussian noises (AWGNs), with zero-mean and variances as
σ12 , σ22 and σe2 , respectively. Alice’s max power is P .
B. Security Threats in MIMO Backscatter Systems
Backscatter communication generally faces two kinds of
threats. First, legitimate nodes may deliberately intercept
other’s messages. For example, Bob may attempt to decode
Charlie’s message M2 in Fig. 3. We call such an attack,
inside attack, because it is launched by legitimate nodes.
Second, the eavesdropper Eve does not belong to the system,
but may try to listen to communications between the reader
and legitimate nodes. Such an attack is named as outside
attack. It is worth mentioning that, in this paper, we focus
on protecting authenticity and conﬁdentiality, thus do not
consider attacks targeting availability (e.g., jamming attacks)
that may attempt to disrupt normal communication, which can
be complementary to our work.
C. Problem Statement and Design Goal
Different from the conventional physical layer based key
extraction methods, the design goal of our scheme is to ensure
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B. CSI Training and Authentication
the reader sends only one signal, which can make all tags
extract their own secrete keys from it. At the same time, neither
the inside nor outside attackers can decode a key that does not
belong to them. The design goal is formulated as follows.
⎞ ⎛ ⎞
⎛ ⎞
⎛ ⎞
M1
H1
N1
Y1
Decoding
⎝ Y 2 ⎠ = ⎝H 2 ⎠ S + ⎝ N 2 ⎠ −
−−−−−→ ⎝M2 ⎠ .

Ye
He
Ne
Ne
⎛

(2)



where Ne can be considered as an AWGN with variance σe2 .
In the following, we present our design to achieve this goal.
III. Z ERO R ECONCILIATION S ECRET K EY E XTRACTION
In this section, we present the details of Zero Reconciliation
Secret Key Extraction for MIMO backscatter systems. We ﬁrst
give the design overview then describe the key components.
A. Scheme Overview
As shown in Fig. 4, our mechanism includes three major
components: CSI training and authentication, precoding and
artiﬁcial jamming, and conﬁdential message distribution.
1) CSI training and authentication. This is necessary to
authenticate a tag at the reader. We introduce a new tag
authentication process for efﬁcient CSI authentication.
In the training phase, the reader proﬁles the CSI data
of the tags via a request/reply process, then stores it in
a database for the CSI authentication phase. Because
of CSI changes (e.g., due to a tag’s movement), the
database needs to be updated in a timely manner. Once a
tag backscatters a message to the reader, the tag’s signal
must go through the CSI authentication phase, during
which the reader authenticates the signal by verifying
its CSI in the database.
2) Precoding and artiﬁcial jamming. After collecting all the
tags’ CSI, the reader computes the precoding matrix for
addressing the multi-user interference and conﬁdential
message leakage issue (therefore preventing inside attacks) and also designs artiﬁcial jamming based on CSI
(therefore preventing outside attacks).
3) Conﬁdential message distribution. After designing the
precoding matrix and artiﬁcial jamming, the reader will
broadcast all keys as conﬁdential messages in a wireless
signal transmitted to all tags that will securely receive
their respective keys in the presence of both inside and
outside attacks.

Without loss of generality, we describe our system using
the one-reader-and-three-tags scenario in Fig. 3. The design
can be easily extended to scenarios with more users and more
antennas.
The ﬁrst step for secure key delivery is that the reader
(Alice) must know some signals are indeed from her tags
(Bob and Charlie) under potential mimicry or camouﬂage CSI
attacks [13, 14]. To this end, we present a novel CSI training
and authentication method, which uses a CSI property called
CSI Ratio, to defend against CSI-based attacks and therefore
identify a legitimate tag’s time-varying CSI characteristics. We
deﬁne the CSI ratio as follows.
Deﬁnition 1. In the frequency domain, the CSI Ratio of a tag
is deﬁned as the ratio of CSI amplitude-frequency response of
the tag’s signal between antennas 1 and 2 at the reader. The
CSI Ratio is written as CSIRatio = |H1 (f )|/|H2 (f )|, where
H1 (f ) and H2 (f ) are CSI amplitude-frequency responses at
frequency f at antennas 1 and 2, respectively.
The CSI Ratio is not only time-varying, but also dependent
on the tag’s location and environment as well as the relative
position between the tag and the reader.
In the backscatter communication scenario, the reader that
works in a full duplex mode continuously transmits her continuous wave (e.g., a carrier wave) to power up the circuit of
a tag, while receiving the reﬂected signal containing the tag’s
information. Using the discrete-time baseband signal model,
the received signal yR at the reader is given by [5],
yR = hRT ∗ hT R ∗ sx + hRT ∗ nT + nR ,

(3)

where s is the signal transmitted by the reader, x is the tag’s
information signal, hT R and hRT are the reader-tag and tagreader channel, respectively. nT is AWGN at the tag which
is backscattered to the reader with power σT2 , nR is AWGN
2
. For simplicity, we assume that
at the reader with power σR
hRT ∗ nT + nR is a mixed signal equivalent to AWGN with
variance σT2 R . The operator “∗” means convolution in the time
domain.
Given the basic signal reception model in (3), consider our
scenario in Fig. 3: the uplink time-domain CSI from Bob (tag)
to Alice (reader) are ha1 ,b , ha2 ,b , and the downlink one from
Alice to Bob are hb,a1 , hb,a2 . During the CSI training phase,
the following operations will be executed between Alice and
Bob in every round.
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1) Alice → Bob. In the ﬁrst timeslot, Alice broadcasts
a CSI training initialization packet whose content is
illustrated in Fig. 5(a).
2) Alice ← Bob. During receiving the training initialization
packet, Bob backscatters an ACK packet (whose content
is depicted in Fig. 5(b)) to Alice.
3) Alice → Bob. Next, using only the ﬁrst antenna, Alice
transmits the packet s, which is the CSI training and
authentication packet used in our protocol, including ten
frames as speciﬁed in Fig. 5(c). Bob’s receive signal can
be written as yb,a1 = hb,a1 ∗s without considering noise.
4) Alice ← Bob. During receiving the training yb,a1 , Bob
backscatters his data x by reﬂecting yb,a1 to Alice who
still uses her ﬁrst antenna to receive. Because Alice’s
ﬁrst antenna is transmitting s at the same time, this
generates the self interference ia1 = ha1 ,a1 ∗ s. Thus,
the received signal at Alice’s antenna 1 becomes:
ya1 = ia1 + ha1 ,b ∗ (yb,a1 x) + na1
= ia1 + ha1 ,b ∗ hb,a1 ∗ sx + na1 ,

Remark 1. In order to avoid the interference between Bob
and Charlie, Bob and Charlie’s CSI training operations should
comply with a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) scheme.
For the sake of simple implementation, we assume that Bob
and Charlie’s training order is simply controlled by the
“Tag ID” ﬁeld in Alice’s initialization packet as speciﬁed in
Fig. 5(a).
The CSI authentication phase is similar to the training
one. The only difference is the last step, in which Alice
calculates the Euclidean distance between CSIRatioauth with
CSIRatioavg and compares it with a threshold CSIRatioη
to verify Bob’s CSIRatioauth .
H1

(4)

where na1 is AWGN with power σa21 . After removing
ia1 using standard self-interference cancelation procedures in backscatter communications, Alice’s received
signal at antenna 1 in the frequency domain can be
written as (without considering noise)
Ya1 (f ) = Ha1 ,b (f ) · Hb,a1 (f ) · SX(f ).

addition, Alice calculates the mean value CSIRatioavg
of all the received CSI Ratios for the later use in the
CSI authentication phase.

(5)

5) Alice → Bob. Using only antenna 2, Alice transmits the
same packet s to Bob. Now Bob gets yb,a2 = hb,a2 ∗ s.
6) Alice ← Bob. Similarly, Bob backscatters his data x
by reﬂecting yb,a2 to Alice. The received signal at
Alice’s antenna 2 in the frequency domain is (without
considering noise)

2
CSIRatioauth − CSIRatioavg  ≷ CSIRatioη .

(8)

H0

Remark 2. It is widely known that CSI (therefore CSI
Ratio) ﬂuctuates due to movement or environmental change.
Therefore, the CSI authentication phase should shortly follow the training phase. In addition, upon receiving the new
CSIRatioauth , as long as it passes the authentication in (8),
Alice should update/refresh her database (e.g., using a ﬁrst-in
ﬁrst-out (FIFO) queue storage structure).
C. Precoding and Artiﬁcial Jamming

(7)

After all CSI data is authenticated, Alice should transmit k1
and k2 to Bob and Charlie, respectively. To ensure security, (i)
Bob and Charlie should be able to only obtain their own keys,
not the other’s (i.e., no inside attacks); (ii) Eve cannot obtain
any key from her received signals (i.e., no outside attacks).
To this end, we need to precode the transmitted signal instead
of directly sending k1 and k2 . Denote by W = (W1 W2 )
the precoding matrix, the receive signal vector in (2) can be
re-written as
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
⎛ ⎞
 
Y1
H1
N1
⎝Y2 ⎠ = ⎝H2 ⎠ (W1 W2 ) k1 + ⎝N2 ⎠ .
(9)
k2
Ye
He
Ne

which can be used as a wireless link signature, which is
unknown to others, to authenticate Bob.
8) Alice and Bob repeat the above operations several times
until the ﬂuctuation of measured CSI Ratio becomes
stabilized (e.g., as long as the variance of measured
results less than or equal to our experimental lower
threshold CSIRatiovar , we can end the circulation). In

It is easy to verify in (9) that if the conditions H1 W2 =
H2 W1 = 0, H1 W1 = 0, H2 W2 = 0 hold at the same time,
we can meet the design goal to prevent both inside and
outside attacks. The essential idea here is to create orthogonal
signals arriving at Bob and Charlie, while the precoded signal
arriving at Eve becomes artiﬁcial jamming. We adopt the
block diagonalization (BD) algorithm [15] to precode the
signal in an efﬁcient way. Besides, although Alice does not

Ya2 (f ) = Ha2 ,b (f ) · Hb,a2 (f ) · SX(f ).

(6)

7) Alice then computes Bob’s CSI Ratio between antennas
1 and 2,
CSIRatio =

|Ya1 (f )| |Ha1 ,b (f ) · Hb,a1 (f )|
=
,
|Ya2 (f )| |Ha2 ,b (f ) · Hb,a2 (f )|

known Eve’s CSI, she has obtained both Bob and Charlie’s
CSI. Based on the above BD algorithm, Alice is able to
generate some artiﬁcial AWGN noises and project noises into
the orthogonal space of H1 and H2 along with the precoding.
As a consequence, Eve’s channel will be rapidly deteriorated,
whereas Bob and Charlie’s channels are not affected at all.
D. Conﬁdential Message Distribution and Message Decoding
After Alice precodes the broadcast signal. Bob or Charlie
can use the maximum likelihood (ML) algorithm to decode
their keys k1 and k2 . Speciﬁcally,
k̂j = argmin Yj − Hj Wj kj 

2

for j = 1 or 2.

(10)

However, because of artiﬁcial jamming, Eve cannot decode
anything using the ML algorithm.
IV. E VALUATION WITH R EALISTIC E XPERIMENTAL DATA
In order to validate the feasibility of our proposed approach,
we set up our evaluation scenario as that shown in Fig. 3, in
which Alice wants to send keys to Bob and Charlie in the
presence of an outside attacker, Eve. We use USRP2 devices
to measure the realistic CSI data among them, working at
910MHz with 200KHz bandwidth.
In the CSI training phase, we average 10 CSI Ratios from
Bob and Charlie, which are shown in Table I. The empirical
CSIRatiovar threshold is set to be 0.5. We consider the
CSI results are stabilized as long as the variance of test
values is less than the threshold 0.5. Using the CSI Ratios
for Bob and Charlie, we validate their effectiveness against
any mimicry or camouﬂage attacks. Fig. 6(a) depicts the
relationship between Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)
of the CSI authentication success rate versus CSIRatioη .
Then, we validate the feasibility and security of the proposed secret key extraction method. Fig. 6(b) illustrates the
bit error rate (BER) for Bob, Charlie and Eve as a function
of signal noise ratio (SNR). The BER for Bob to decode
k1 or Charlie to decode k2 always gracefully decreases with
SNR increasing. However, Eve’s BER is always around 0.5
for decoding k1 or k2 , which indicates her uncertainty about
the messages is equivalent to make a wild guess thanks to
precoding based artiﬁcial jamming.
We next measure the secret key rate in different modulation
methods in Fig. 6(c). For BPSK and QPSK, the sum of Bob’s
and Charlie’s secret key rates increases until it reaches twice
of the modulation order. We can see that precoding the key via
authenticated CSI is very efﬁcient as it completely eliminates a
reconciliation process in the existing physical-layer based key
establishment. We can also see that in 16QAM and 64QAM,
more decoding errors occur, leading to an unsatisfactory secret
key rate. This indicates that higher-order modulation may
not be good for efﬁcient key generations because it is more
susceptible to noise and interference. Overall, we conclude
that our new method can achieve relatively fast secret key
generation rates.

V. R ELATED W ORK
1) Secret Key Extraction Exploiting MIMO Reciprocal CSI: In MIMO communication scenarios, [16] investigated
the information theoretic limits and proposed three practical
schemes for secret key generation. Exploiting the channel
diversity also help improve key generation rates. [17] demonstrated that their CSI based secret key extraction scheme
is much faster than received signal strength (RSS) based
design via 802.11n measurements. However, most existing key
generation designs requires a reconciliation process.
2) Authentication Based on Multiple Antennas Reciprocal
CSI: Recently, a new virtual multi-path attack [13] has been
proposed to inject fake aggregated signal to the realistic wireless channel for hiding impersonate movements or location
changes. A defense strategy was also proposed to exploit an
auxiliary receiver or antenna named helper to detect such an
attack. The work in [18] proposed a novel signal processing
technique, which extensively leverages the angle-of-arrival
(AOA) information of multiple antennas at access point (AP),
to obtain a signature for uniquely identifying the clients in
a 802.11 network. Their experimental results showed that the
AOA based signature is much more secure than those based on
channel impulse response or RSS, relying on extra hardware.
3) Jamming Passive Attacker Using Artiﬁcial Noise: To
defend against a passive attacker in MIMO multi-user communication scenarios, the sender can precode conﬁdential
messages into the null space of channels between the sender
and eavesdropper (.e.g, [19]) if the sender knows the eavesdropper’s CSI. However, in many communication scenarios,
it is not practical to assume that the eavesdropper’s CSI is
known. Thus, it is very difﬁcult to conceal the conﬁdential
messages without the eavesdropper’s CSI. Although it is hard
to directly block information leakage from the eavesdropper
with its CSI, we do know the CSI information of legitimate
receivers. If that is the case, we can degrade the eavesdropper’s
channel by sending carefully-designed artiﬁcial interference
without affecting legitimate nodes too much (i.e., sender
projects these artiﬁcial noise into the null space of the channel
matrix between the sender and the desired receivers) [20].
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel zero reconciliation secret
key extraction scheme for backscatter wireless systems. The
scheme uses a new CSI Ratio-based authentication method,
precoding and artiﬁcial jamming to defense key generation
and distribution against inside and outside threats. We demonstrated the efﬁciency and security of the proposed scheme via
extensive analysis and real-world data evaluation.
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